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Single cutaneous metastasis of colon adenocarcinoma - 
Case report*
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Abstract:	Skin	metastases	are	relatively	rare	and	occur	most	often	when	the	cancer	is	already	advanced,	invading	other	organs.	
As	to	location,	they	often	seem	to	elect	areas	located	close	to	the	primary	tumor,	although	distant	sites,	such	as	the	scalp,	may	
be	affected	with	some	frequency.	We	present	a	case	of	a	76-year-old	woman	with	colon	adenocarcinoma	that	had	a	single	
metastatic lesion on the scalp.
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INTRODUCTION
Metastases represent one of the most outstanding character-

istics	of	malignant	neoplasms	and	are	relatively	rare	in	the	skin,	in	
spite of the great extension of the cutaneous organ.1 They occur from 
0.7%	to	5%	of	patients	with	cancer.	In	those	with	metastatic	disease,		
this rate is up to 10.4%.2 Cutaneous metastases generally represent 
a late event in the course of an advanced internal malignancy with 
involvement	of	other	organs,	However,	frequently	it	can	be	the	first	
signal	of	malignancy,	which	occurs	with	greater	frequency	in	lung	
carcinoma,	followed	by	kidney	and	ovary	cancer.1

Of	all	tumors,	breast	cancer	most	commonly	spreads	as	cu-
taneous	metastasis	by	direct,	hematogenic,	and	lymphatic	pathways	
por	spreading,	with	incidence	of	24%	according	to	a	meta-analysis	
by Krathen et al.2	Lung,	colorectal,	renal,	ovarian	and	bladder	cancer	
have	similar	rates	of	cutaneous	metastases,	which	vary	from	3.4%	to	
4%,	mainly	through	blood	and	lymphatic	dissemination.3

As	to	location,	cutaneous	metastases	often	favor	areas	close	
to	the	primary	malignancy,	such	as	lung	cancer	and	skin	metasta-
ses	on	 the	 trunk.	However,	 remote	 sites	 as	 the	 scalp	may	be	 also	
involved.1

We present the case of a 76-year-old patient with colon can-
cer and a single metastatic lesion on the scalp.

CASE REPORT
A	76-year-old	female	patient,	with	a	descending	colon	can-

cer,	presented	an	asymptomatic	nodule	on	the	scalp	that	had	been	
present	 for	 two	months,	along	with	a	veico-colonic	fistula.	Physi-
cal examination showed an emaciated and bedridden patient with 
a	firm,	 3	 cm,	 skin-colored,	well-delimitated	 nodule,	with	 lobulat-
ed	surface,	located	in	the	left	parietal	region	(Figure	1).	CT	of	skull	
demonstrated that the lesion was restricted to the subcutaneous tis-
sue,	without	communication	with	the	cranial	bone.	No	metastases	
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were	detected	in	CT	of	the	trhorax,	abdomen,	and	pelvis.	Excisional	
biopsy	of	the	scalp	lesion	was	performed,	and	the	histopathological	
examination revealed mucin-secreting adenocarcinoma as cutane-
ous	metastasis	(Figures	2	and	3).	The	patient	then	underwent	trans-
versectomy,	segmental	enterectomy,	partial	cystostomy,	end-to-end	
anastomosis,	 double-barrel	 colostomy	 and	 bladder	 suture	 in	 two	
planes.	Anatomopathological	examination	of	the	surgical	specimen	

demonstrated moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma of the de-
scending	colon,	staging	pT4b	Pn0.	Enlargement	of	the	surgical	mar-
gins	of	the	scalp	lesion	was	perfomed,	and	chemotherapy	FOLFOX	
scheme	(5-fluorouracil,	leucovorin,	and	oxaliplatin)	was	instituted.	
The patient has remained stable clicaly stable.

DISCUSSION
Cutaneous metastasis of colorectal adenocarcinoma a rare 

event	(2.3%	to	6%)	that	usually	occur	two	years	after	the	detection	or	
resection of the primary tumor.4,5 It seldom occurs before the identi-
fication	of	the	primary	tumor	and	involvement	of	secondary	organs,	
such	as	the	liver.	There	are	few	cases,	like	ours,	reported	with	only	
cutaneous metastases.6,7

The	most	frequent	cutaneous	site	of	colon	cancer	metastasis	
is is the surgical scar in the abdomen that results from the remov-
al of the malignancy. The metastasis may also occur in preexistent 
non-related	 surgical	 scars,	but	 there	are	 few	cases	 reported.8 Um-
bilical	metastasis	(“Sister	Mary	Joseph	nodule”)	may	be	a	frequent	
finding.	Other	 cutaneous	 sites,	 in	 descending	 order	 of	 frequency,	
are:	pelvis,	back,	thorax,	extremities,	head	and	neck.9	In	this	report,	
the	patient	presented	a	single	metastatic	lesion	located	in	the	scalp,	
probably through blood or lymphatic dissemination.

Clinical	presentation	of	cutaneous	metastases	is	quite	vari-
able.	Lesions	may	be	single	or	multiple,	violaceous	or	skin-colored,	
hard	or	 soft,	may	mimic	epidermal	cysts,	neurofibromas,	 lipomas	
or	morphea,	and	may	cause	alopecia.	More	rarely,	it	may	simulate	
infection,	 which	 is	 called	 inflammatory	 metastatic	 carcinoma	 or	
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FIgure 1:	Skin-colored,	well-delimitated	nodule	of	approximately	3	
cm	in	diameter,	with	lobulated	surface	and	firm	consistence,	locat-
ed in the left parietal region

FIgure 2: Fragment of 
the	 scalp.	 A.	 Hair	 folli-
cles associated with cell 
proliferation forming 
septa with mucinous con-
tent	 (HE,	 40x)	 B.	Area	 of	
greater	 cellularity,	 with	
arrangement resembling 
glands	(HE,	40x)A B

FIgure 3: Fragment of the 
scalp.	 A.	 Atypical	 cells,	
presenting hyperchro-
matic nuclei with un-
equivocal	 nucleolus,	 and	
caliciform	 cells	 (HE,	 40x)	
B.	 Alcian	 blue	 (pH	 2.5)	
staining demonstrates 
production of mucin by 
the	neoplasm	(40x)A B
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erysipeloid	carcinoma.	At	the	histological	examination,	the	identi-
fication	of	 the	primary	 tumor	 is	not	always	possible	by	 the	usual	
methods,	because	metastases	are	frequently	more	anaplastic.2,9

The	majority	of	metastases	are	well	diferentiated,	mucin-se-
creting	adenocarcinomas.	They	usually	have	a	nodular	configura-
tion	and	are	 located	in	the	dermis,	with	subsequent	 infiltration	of	
epidermis and the subcutaneous cell tissue.9

Survival after cutaneous metastasis diagnosis varies from 
one to 34 months. The average survival of patients after the diagno-
sis of cutaneous metastasis of colon carcinoma is 18 months.9

Single cutaneous metasis by be surgically removed. For ex-
tensive	 cutaneous	metastases,	 the	 treatment	 is	 only	palliative,	 for	
they	 are	 linked	 to	 significantly	 higher	 rates	 of	 distant	metastases	
and	 uncontrolled	 local	 disease,	 as	 well	 as	 lower	 survival	 rates.10 
There are no guidelines for the ideal chemotherapy regimen. since 
they	are	associated	to	5-fluorouracil,	capecitabine,	irinotecan,	oxal-
iplatin and cisplatin.9

In	 conclusion,	 dermatological	 evaluation	 of	 patients	 who	
are undergoing screening or who have already been diagnosed with 
cancer	is	extremely	important,	for	it	provides	a	high	level	of	suspi-
cion	with	the	onset	of	cutaneous	lesions,	even	if	these	are	clinically	
compatible with benign illnesses – as the example of the present 
case,	 in	which	the	cutaneous	metastasis	was	single	and	mimicked	
an	epidermal	cyst.	This	evaluation	also	helps	with	the	therapy,	be-
cause	most	 of	 the	 times,	 cutaneous	metastases	 already	 indicate	 a	
worse prognostic of a neoplastic disease.q
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